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Abstract:  

This document is for internal purposes only, however the Metrics definitions in Section 5 should form 

part of the Software Quality Assurance Plan (SQAP). Section 6 should summarize the quality factors 

section of the SQAP. 
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METRICS REPORT 

 

1.1. SCOPE 

Must be constantly made available to all members of the quality assurance activity (SA2), the quality control 

activity of SA1, the product teams (PTs) of JRA1 and the project executive board (PEB). The metrics are an 

evolving process over the course of the 3 years of the project, subject to improvement by all customers. EGI-

Inspire are welcome to include their input too, where applicable. 

 

1.2. INTRODUCTION 

Quality assurance of a software process is something that has been described and tackled by many communities 

and has resulted in the definition of the ISO 9126 standard which is now heavily embedded into its successor: the 

ISO 25000 (Software Quality Requirements and Evaluation - SQuaRE) standard. 

 

When defining software metrics, one of two approaches is normal taken (described in (Westfall, 2005)), either, 

measure everything that is measureable, report on it and try to correlate the information, or secondly, collect 

what is seen to be the currently most important metric. The problem with the first approach is that you collect so 

many measurements that even if you can produce a metric to describe these measures, it may not be meaningful 

to the customer who wants to use them. This amounts to collecting metrics for metrics sake, not for some final 

goal of the project. For instance, one can collect many metrics for working code that in the short life of the 

project, actually adds no value at all to the build, test and certification of the combined middleware stack. 

Secondly, looking at the latest most important metric in isolation may result in the code not being adequately 

covered with a wide enough spread of metrics, resulting in minimal effect to the overall project. 

 

A good approach to solving the problem is described by Linda Westfall(Westfall, 2005) as, describing the 

problem to be solved indicating the current shortcomings of the process, and then define the metrics that will 

help the project get to its final goal. We can use a (goal  question  metric) structure as follows: 

1. Goal: What is our end goal to be described towards a working solution? 

2. Question: What can we measure or quantify that will help us get to that goal? 

3. Metric: What metrics do we propose to obtain that goal and why? 

There is a large number of open source tools and propriety metrics e.g: (Software Testing Specialist) available to 

the EMI project. Therefore, the project must be very selective in its chose of what it wants to measure and what 

each associated metric means. So, what approach do we take? 

 

The EMI project proposal describes the first primary goal as: 

Objective 1:  Simplify and organize the different middleware services implementations by delivering a 

streamlined, coherent, tested and standard compliant distribution able to meet and exceed the 

requirements of EGI, PRACE and other distributed computing infrastructures and their user 

communities. 

From a quality assurance point of view this goal is relatively straightforward to summarize, but not easy to 

implement: 

Define what is not working in the combined middleware, define what a working middleware looks like, 

and define metrics that will help a customer track the transition to that working state. 
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1.3. GOALS OF THE METRIC DEFINITION TASK 2.3 IN EMI 

 To measure and produce metrics related to software development lifecycle and the software release 

lifecycle. 

 To recommend tools that will improve each product teams code quality without introducing large 

overheads into the process. 

 To produce metrics specific to each middleware that eventually will converge with a progression 

towards a single EMI middleware. 

 

1.4. THE ISO 25000 STANDARD 

The ISO25000 standard or Software Quality Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE) includes the previously 

existing ISO 9126 standard. This standard assumes that the software architecture design, or software 

development plan (SDP) is already in place. Without this information the metrics defined in the initial stages of 

the project are based on knowledge of existing processes and therefore must improve and evolve over time as the 

software development plan arrives/progresses. The ISO 9126 standard can be used from the beginning of the 

project as a framework on which to hang each metric, as shown in Section 6. 

  

1.5. OUTLINE OF DOCUMENT 

It is important to include the metric customers at a very early stage of the process of the metric selection and 

definition process, since there is little point introducing metrics that will not be understood or embraced by the 

customers of the metrics. In light of this, Sections 2 and Sections 0 are dedicated to obtaining information from 

the middleware area managers and product teams, respectively, to obtain a list of existing metrics per 

middleware and desired product team metrics for the future. Section 4 defines an architecture based on what is 

known so far about the middleware connectivity. Section 5 defines the metrics themselves using the information 

in Sections 2, 3 and 4 and addition information gathered from the DSA2.1 draft document. Section 6 attempts to 

fit many of the defined metrics into the ISO 9126 framework to highlight the possible areas where new metrics 

can be defined in the future. This information may be of particular importance to the PEB and EGI-InSPIRE. 
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2. METRICS SURVEY 

2.1. SUMMARY 

The survey was completed with contributions from all the four middleware‟s. None of the middleware‟s uses 

international standards concerning software metrics.  

ARC provides mainly low-level metrics derived from nightly tests execution on different platforms. Metrics are 

related to Building, Functional, Performance, Portability and Usability tests. Metrics for Build, Functional and 

portability tests are available online. Performance tests are included in reports.  Bug history is included in reports 

and release notes. The web application that runs the tests and provides reports was developed in-house. 

gLite provides mainly metrics for the development/integration process by extracting data from the Savannah 

(bug tracker) database, through an internally developed web application.  These metrics were part of the EGEE 

activity reports. Static metrics are available in ETICS but not used at the moment. Links for tools and available 

metrics are available. 

dCache collects metrics internally (software benchmarks and bug handling time). The metrics and their 

collection are not documented, and they are done using ad-hoc methods for special occasion (e.g conferences). 

UNICORE collects static metrics (code coverage through via Cobertura Maven plugin) and statistics related to 

the build system (number of successful builds). The metrics are displayed with a public dashboard (no link 

available for the moments). 

2.2. QUESTIONS POSED TO AREA LEADERS 

No. Question 

1 Please write your name and the middleware you are representing 

2 Is your middleware providing some sort of metrics/KPIs about products, processes or the overall project? 

3 Is there any documentation that describes the metrics collected, and how they are aggregated/analyzed? 

4 Are the metrics defined according to some international standards, like ISO/IEC 9126? 

5 Is there any technical reason why your middleware cannot implement a certain standard? 

6 How are the metrics used? Are they presented in official project deliverables? How often are they 

collected/presented? 

7 What kind of application/technology is used to retrieve and store the metrics? Please state also if the 

application is developed/maintained in-house or externally and if different tools for metrics generation, 

storage and display are used. 

8 Please provide here any kind of feedback you consider useful regarding metrics and KPIs in your 

middleware. 

Table 1: Questions posed to the area leaders regarding use of metrics in existing middleware’s 
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No ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

1 Jozef Cernak Owen Synge Gianni Pucciani Claudio Cacciari 

2 Yes, KNA2.4, KSA2.3, 

KSA2.5, KSA2.6, KSA2.7, 

KSA2.8, KJRA1.1, 

KJRA1.2  many of them 

could be manually 

determined 

Not externally yet. 

Internally we provide 

many. 

Yes code coverage via 

Cobertura Maven 

plugin - number of 

successful build 

3 http://download.nordugrid.o

rg/testing.html 

http://www.knowarc.eu/doc

uments/Knowarc_D5.1-

2_07.pdf Metrics are 

available online 

None For static metrics collected 

through ETICS: 

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pu

b/EMI/TSA23/ETICSMetric

s_V1.pdf For metrics 

extracted from Savannah: 

http://project-egee-iii-na1-

qa.web.cern.ch/project-egee-

iii-na1-qa/EGEE-

III/QoS/Follow-

up/Middleware/Middleware.

htm 

http://www.ibm.com/de

veloperworks/java/libra

ry/j-cobertura/ 

4 Yes, we implemented 

metric for these tests: 

Building Functional 

Performance Portability 

Usability 

No No No 

5 No. I could not comment yet. No No 

6 Metric for Build, 

Functional and portability 

tests are available online 

Performance tests are 

included in reports Bug 

history is included in report 

and release notes 

They are collected 

automatically for things 

where this is trivial (such 

as bug handling time) 

Occasionally (usually for 

a conference) we do 

software benchmarks also. 

The Savannah metrics are 

presented in project 

deliverables for EGEEIII, 

each trimester. They can be 

collected anytime using a 

web applications. ETICS 

metrics are not "officially" 

used at the moment. 

Just showed through a 

public Web dashboard: 

http://unicore-

dev.zam.kfa-

juelich.de/bamboo 

7 result of testing (build, 

functional, portability) are 

stored in ascii files and are 

parts of the web testing 

framework 

We just use RT statistics 

or for one of jobs (such as 

benchmarks) we use ad 

hoc methods. 

Savannah metrics: PHP web 

application that reads a 

periodic dump of the 

Savannah database. 

http://lxbra1902.cern.ch/gLit

e/Savannah/web/Statistics/st

atIndex.php The application 

was developed and 

maintained by EGEE SA3. 

Etics plugins use publicly 

available software. 

Cobertura Maven 

plugin coupled with 

Atlassian Bamboo 

8 Metrics described in Dow 

pp35-41 do not include 

metrics for functional, 

performance and usability 

tests 

I consider KPI and metrics 

can be as illuminating as 

they can be confusing. 

Definition and knowledge 

of how they are gathered 

is critical. Because every 

individual is expected to 

make the KPI as 

meaningless as they can 

once they have been 

established to make 

themselves look good. 

For what concerns static 

metrics (ETICS) they need to 

be reviewed contacting the 

developers. 

Atlassian Bamboo has a 

list of plugins to get 

new metrics: 

https://plugins.atlassian.

com/search/by/bamboo 

Maven has a list of 

plugins to get new 

metrics: 

http://maven.apache.org

/plugins/ 

 

Table 2: Answers obtained from area leaders regarding metrics in middleware’s 

http://unicore-dev.zam.kfa-juelich.de/bamboo
http://unicore-dev.zam.kfa-juelich.de/bamboo
http://unicore-dev.zam.kfa-juelich.de/bamboo
https://plugins.atlassian.com/search/by/bamboo
https://plugins.atlassian.com/search/by/bamboo
http://maven.apache.org/plugins/
http://maven.apache.org/plugins/
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2.3. EXISTING EGEE BUG TRACKING STATISTICS 

The answer to question 6 in Section 2.3.3 refers to the gLite bug tracking statistics applied to the gLite 

middleware. This previous work amounts to a comprehensive set of statistics obtaining using  gathering tools 

written in PHP.  These scripts, interrogate an hourly produced snapshot of the backend mysql database of the 

Savannah bug tracking system. 

What follows is a summary of the most important statistics that can be gleaned from the tracking system. 

Bug Tracking 

Operation   

 PHP code    CERN Savannah   

Patch History  patchHistory.php  None, With Provider, Ready for integration, In 

Configuration, Configured, Ready for 

Certification, In Certification, Certified, In PPS 

PDT, In PPS PreProduction, In Production, 

Obsolete, Rejected  

Detection Area  bugDetectionArea.php  "0" => "None", "1" => "Production", "2" => 

"PreProduction", "3" => "Certification", "4" => 

"Integration", "5" => "Development", "6" => 

"Unknown", "7" => "Porting"  

Severity  bugCategory.php  "0" => "New feature request", "1" => 

"Cosmetic", "2" => "Minor", "3" => "Normal", 

"4" => "Major", "5" => "Critical"  

Open/closed 

Patches  

patchStatistics.php  Pie Chart, per Product team, per Release  

Fixed and Ready 

for Review  

bugFixingTime  (a) Fixed or Ready for review and closed (b) 

Ready for Review and open  

Patches per 

component  

patchPerComponent.php  States all patch numbers per Product Team, or 

plots a graph of the total number of patches 

belonged to each Product Team.  

Bugs open/closed 

in user defined 

time period  

reportPatchBugT.php 

reportPatchBug.php  

User defined time period to obtain list of 

open/closed, total bugs opened in the given time 

period  

Number of Service 

updates in a time 

period  

countMetaInReleaseT.php 

countMetaInRelease.php  

Number of releases from some date to now  

SLOC statistics  bugSLOCStatistics.php 

bugsPerSlocCategory.php  

bugs per source lines of code (SLOC) metric  

Average time per 

bug  

bugFixingStatisticsT2.php  Average time to fix all bugs  

Bug States  bugState.php 

bugStatesStatistics.php  

Bug state statistics, overall status or per Product 

Team status  

Patches released 

over time  

patchReleaseOverTime.php 

patchPerReleaseOverTime.php  

number of patches released over some time 

period  
 

Table 3: Summary of the Savannah Statistics Collection Scripts 
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3. PRODUCT TEAMS TOP 3 METRICS SURVEY 

 

Each product team was asked to suggest what they see as being the top three metrics of value to the product team 

they govern. Table 3 below, displays a summarized set of results of this survey. 

 

     Name    Leader    First Metric    Second Metric    Third Metric   

1  ARC CE  Oxama 

Smirnova  

Ratios of success 

tests  

Code coverage  Memory Leakage  

2  ARC Compute 

Clients  

Martin Skou 

Andersen  

Unit tests  Code Commenting  Memory Leakage  

3  ARC Data 

Clients  

Jon Kerr Nilsen  Bug tracking Unit testing Memory leakage 

4  ARC Classic 

SE  

Aleksandr 

Konstantinov  

Bug tracking  Unit testing  Debugging  

5  ARC LDAP-

based Infosys  

Mattias Ellert  Portability tests   Memory Leakage    Code Coverage  

6  ARC security 

utils  

Anders 

Waananen  

      

7  ARC Container  Aleksandr 

Konstantinov  

Bug tracking  Unit testing  Debugging  

8  dCache  Patrick 

Fuhrmann  

FindBugs   Unit testing    Build and test to 

100%  

9  gLite MPI  Enol Fernandez  Analysis metrics  Build and test to 100%  Code coverage  

10  gLite Job 

Management  

Massimo 

Sgaravatto  

Static/dynamic 

bug code 

analyzers  

Deprecation warnings  Code Coverage  

11  CERN Data 

Management  

Oliver Keeble  Bug tracking 

metrics  

Release Reactivity  Code Coverage  

12  StoRM  Riccardo Zappi        

13  APEL client  Gilles Mathieu  Thread checking 

tests  

Code coverage  API overlap in 

middleware  

14  DGAS client  Andrea Guarise  Memory 

Leakage  

Deprecation Warnings  Code commenting  

15  gLite 

Information 

System  

Laurence Field        

16  VOMS  Vincenzo 

Ciaschini  

Code Coverage  Elimination of useless 

code  

Analysis of the 

paths the code takes  

17  gLite Security  John White        

18  Argus  Christoph 

Witzig  

Bug Statistics 

(Number/accepte

d/fixed/duration)  

Documentation 

(installation/configuratio

n/operation/source code)  

Code Quality 

(modularity/maintai

nability)  

19  Logging and 

Bookkeeping  

Ales Krenek  Memory 

Leakage   

Compile-time warnings 

digest   

 Functional tests  
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20  UNICORE 

Target System 

Access  

Bernd Schuller  
 

 

 

 

Unit tests  

   

   

   

   

 

 

 

 

Number of FindBugs 

warnings  

  

  

  

   

 

Code coverage 

 

21  UNICORE 

Web Service 

Interfaces  

Shahbaz 

Memon  

22  UNICORE 

Client and APIs  

Björn 

Hagemeier  

23  UNICORE 

Service Hosting  

Bernd Schuller  

24  UNICORE 

Security  

Krzysztof 

Benedyczak  

Table 4: Product teams top 3 metrics 
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4. ARCHITECTURE FOR METRIC DEFINITIONS 

4.1. BASIC ARCHITECTURE & COMMUNICATIONS 

 

 

Figure 1: Interactions Leading to Metric Definition and Future Reporting 

 

Error! Reference source not found., shows some of the communications needed to lead to the initial 

etrics definition for task SA2. The main customers were contacted to produce the initial set of metrics, these 

being SA2.2, the area leaders and product team leaders. In the future, interaction is needed with SA2.4 leading to 

the definition of metric tools. The initial metrics must be passed by the projects quality control and project 

management activities and therefore needs to be communicated to SA1 Quality control and the PEB 

respectively. SA2.5 should give valuable feedback over time leading to tweaking or redefinition of some of the 

metrics. 

4.2. METRIC CATEGORIZATION 

It is clear from Section 2.2(the area leaders input) and Section 3 (the product team input) that each middleware 

process should produce one or more metrics for: 

1. The software process: The bug tracking service for each middleware and associated turnaround times 

on fixing bugs. In addition, the reliability of the repository generation, install scripts usability and 

associated end user documentation must reach a certain standard. 

2. The software code itself: written in many different programming languages. This includes, software 

tests that ensure that the code is compiling correctly with a set of unit/regression and coverage tests that 

the code must pass. 

In addition, SA2.3 recommends metrics related to: 

3. User incidents: GGUS user tickets related to the use of the EMI production infrastructure affecting both 

the software process and software development. 
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4.3. METRIC INDICATORS 

4.3.1 Single-value metrics 

The metrics can be plotted as a horizontal bar-chart, typically using a normalized scale [0,1] or [0%,100%] 

which is split into: 

 Red  –  Critical, needs improvement or immediate attention 

 Yellow   –  Reasonable or needing some attention 

 Green   –  Very good and needing no immediate attention 

 

Ideally, the range of red, yellow, green will shift over time as the project progresses, with red and yellow 

becoming larger if the goals set are too conservative, and becoming smaller if the goals set are too aggressive. 

 

Figure 2: Sample Metric plot showing current value of 40% which is acceptable 

 

4.3.2 Multi-value metrics 

In the case of values that change over time, it is best to define a histogram or trend graph, with critical or 

acceptance value cut-off points, where appropriate. 
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5. EMI METRICS DEFINITIONS 

 

Below, we describe an initial set of metrics, taking into account the product team metric requirements and pre-

existing bug-tracking tool statistics. Each metrics is ordered according to a category and therefore is defined in 

respective subsections under the headings: Process control metrics, Software development metrics, user incident 

metrics and future metrics (currently not possible to implement). 

The following table will be used to define the metrics:  

Metrics Id A short acronym to identify the metric 

Name A more descriptive name 

Description What does the metric describe? How is the metric calculated? 

Measurement 
Calculation 

The formula used to calculate a measurement(s) 

Unit Measurement unit 

Scope Where is the metric applied to? 

Thresholds/Target Value What is the target value or levels to state whether a value is good or 
bad? 

Tools What are the tools/methods used to collect values for this metric? 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

    
 

Goals What are the main project goals the metric wants to address? 

Quality factor The quality factor this metric fits. 

Risks What are the risks related to this metric? 

Special Notes Special notes related to restrictions in the calculation of metrics is 
described here.  
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Important Metric Calculation  Description 

   Time a in days 

         A bug that is opened, closed, changes severity or changes 

state at time t. 

                       The time t at which a bug changes state.  

            
                                    

                   
  

Severity level of a bug falls into a number of categories 

from feature request to critical. These also have an 

equivalent number mapping (i.e: critical=5) 

                        
  The set of all bugs available in the bug tracking system 

                        
  The set of all project recommended operating system 

platforms 

                
         

    The set of all component for some Product Team (PT). The 

total number of components is:         

     A restricted to the condition B 

   The cardinality of the set A (i.e, the total items in the set) 

           
     
     

  
Boolean operator true/1 when A=B or false/0 otherwise 

        -   A components packages resulting in a release with version 

x.y.z-r 

Figure 3: Important metric calculation equation expressions/definitions and terminology 
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5.1. PROCESS METRICS 

5.1.1 Critical Bug Metrics 

Metric Id PriorityBug 

Name Average time to handle an immediate priority bug 

Description This metric describes the time needed to provide a fix to a bug with the 
highest level of priority. This can be calculated starting from the time a 
bug is submitted to the bug tracker, and the time the bug fix is released 
(bug in „ready for review‟ with the current savannah terminology, see 
Table 1).  

This metric could be presented as a time varying graph showing the time 
spent in each state. 

It could also be presented as a control chart (X axis sample time, Y Axis 
is the average time to handle the bug, with a line for the upper limit 
stated by the project). 

Measurement 
Calculation 

               
                    

    
                                   

 
 

 

   

 

                    

 

Unit Single value                
                    

 (unit: time T  in hours) 

Scope Per component, per product team 

Thresholds/Target Value                
                    

  project wide target 

                  
                    

   if N=0  

Tools bug tracker(s). 

Availability Depends on the availability of the correct bug severity granularity which 
varies between middlewares 

ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

Severity levels 
need mapping  

No severity 
defined 

Severity levels 
need mapping 

 Severity 
levels need 
mapping 

 

Quality factor Correctness, Reliability and Serviceability  

Goals The goal of this metric is to improve/streamline the processes involved in 
producing and releasing a critical fix. 

Risks Use of different bug trackers will make convergence difficult. 

Priority levels need to be the same for each bug tracker. 

Special Notes It is desirable to include severity levels that are consistent across all four 
middlewares in line with the change management guidelines of EMI. 

 

A different metric can be defined for each bug severity type, however some middleware‟s will not have 

transition states as part of their bug-tracking systems. The corresponding measurement is defined as: 

 

                
                Project wide value, where            .  
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5.1.2 Bug severity distribution 

Metric Id BugSeverityDistribution 

Name Bug severity distribution 

Description This metric shows the distribution of bugs per severity level (see Table 1 
for details). It is shown as a histogram with severity levels on the X axis 
and number of bugs found in each category on the Y axis. 

Measurement 
Calculation 

                                 

Unit 2-d histogram of severity level versus the number of bugs with that 
severity level  ((                     

Scope Per component, per product team. 

Thresholds/Target Value It is not possible to define a threshold for   . Instead the 2-D histogram 

must be monitored manually for anomalies. 

Tools bug tracker 

Availability Depends on the availability of the correct bug severity granuality is 
available in each bug tracker. 

ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

Severity levels 
need mapping  

No severity 
defined 

Severity levels 
need mapping 

 Severity 
levels need 
mapping 

 

Quality factor Correctness, Reliability and Serviceability 

Goals The goal of this metric is to highlight critical components. SA2/JRA1 
should attempt to categorize/explain the reason for large numbers of 
bugs related to single components. 

Risks Usage of different bug trackers: the bug severity has to be clearly 
defined for each bug, which is currently not likely to be tracked by all bug 
tracking systems. 

Special Notes The severity levels must match according to the change management 
guidelines . 
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5.1.3 Backlog management index 

Metric Id Backlog 

Name Backlog management index 

Description The metric is calculated using the formula: 

(Number of problems (bugs) closed with a given release)/(Number of 
problems arrivals during the previous release time period) *100 

It measures the backlog management capability. When the value is 
greater than 100% it means that the backlog is reduced. 

Measurement 

Calculation 

Define                 

Define                          

          
                                    

                                  
   

Unit Single real valued (units: none) 

Scope per product, per product team 

Thresholds/Target Value             is acceptable, 

           (per Product Team) needs investigation/explanation 

Tools Bug tracker 

Availability Assumes each bug tracker has state open/closed which is true for all 
cases. See “Special notes” below. 

ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

work-needed work-needed work-needed work-needed 
 

Quality factor Maintainability 

Goals Improving quality in software maintenance. Highlighting areas where the 
process is backing up on itself. 

Risks Use of different bug trackers 

Special Notes The granularity of all 4 bug-tracking systems do not include the “ready 
for Review” state and therefore this desired  state must be replaced by 
the “closed” state for the moment in the measusement calculation. 
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5.1.4 Failed builds metric 

Metric Id SuccessfulBuilds 

Name % of failed nightly builds 

Description Number of failed builds over the number of total builds, in %. The 
availability of this metric depends on the build tool used. For java, 
Atlassian bamboo is used for example in Unicore components 

Measurement 
Calculation 

Define                                                   

              
                

   

 

   

     

        

Unit Single valued percentable per product team, per platform  
                 

 

Scope Per component, per product team, per platform Type, Time-Varying 

Thresholds/Target Value Strictly,                
      in certification branch  

if,               
      in development branch, this needs ongoing 

monitoring, per release 

Tools Bamboo for Jira, Etics 

Availability Needs snapshot from ETICs at the time of the release, needs 
information about the expected number of components      per product 
team. 

ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

Will be provided by ETICS for all Platforms 
 

Quality factor Portability and Maintainability 

Goals Improve software development process. To decrease the amount of time 
a component is failing to build. Push developers not to commit code that 
does not compile. 

Risks Availability of tools to collect the metric.  Its usefulness is related to SDP. 

Special Notes None 
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5.1.5 Integration test effectiveness metric 

Metric Id CertificationTestsEffectiveness 

Name Certification tests effectiveness 

Description % of bugs found during integration tests of a release over the number of 
bugs found in production for the same release.  

It could be shown per release, or as average over a certain time period. 

Measurement 
Calculation 

Define                 

Define                           

           
                                                         

                                           
           

 

Unit          Single Valued rational number (P/Q)  (unit: none) 

Scope per Component/metapackage, per product team. 

Thresholds/Target Value                                                                    

If    , for the current release, this metric needs to be closedly 
monitored across each subsequent release 

Tools Bug tracker 

Availability Requires that the granularity of the bug-tracking supports detection 
areas. 

ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

Detection area 
concept is not 
defined 

Detection Area 
concept is not 
defined, use 
RT and Review 
Board  

Available Detection area 
concept is not 
defined 

 

Quality factor Availability, Correctness and Usability 

Goals Improve integration tests effectiveness. End result should be to 
encourage product team to keep up to date their certification tests, and 
improve them especially analyzing open bugs. 

Risks bug detection area has to be correctly specified in the bug tracker. Use 
of different bug trackers. 

Special Notes When a bug-tracking system doesn‟t have different detection areas, 
Bugs opened by the developing group should be classed as integration 
area bugs, whilst user community bugs should be classed as production 
bugs. 
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5.1.6 Up-to-date documentation metric 

Metric Id UpdateDoc 

Name Up to date documentation 

Description this metric should state whether the documentation is present and up to 
date. The number and type of documents to be provided should be 
stated in DSA2.1.  

From DSA2.1, different types of documents are required for different 
activities, should we provide a metric for each task which is concerned 
with documentation review? 

Measurement 
Calculation 

   
                            

                            
     

Unit Single rational value of the form (p/Q)  (unit: none) 

Scope product teams and project tasks 

Thresholds/Target Value              all documents must be provided, 

             results in a delayed release 

Tools Static analysis 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

All middlewares:   
 

 
 

 

 
  to avoid delays to the release 

 

Quality factor Usability and Maintainability 

Goals Improved usability and learnability of the software, tools and processes 
used and produced by the project. 

Used by Reviews as stated in DSA2.1 

Risks The main risk is related to the way the documentation is reviewed. 
Necessary manpower is needed in order to perform a serious 
documentation review. 

Special Notes None 
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5.1.7 Delay on release schedule metric 

Metric Id DelayOnTheRelease 

Name Delay on the release schedule 

Description This metric could be provided as a histogram showing the delay time (in 
days) for each release, weighted using the release time. 

Measurement 
Calculation 

                                          

Unit 2-D Histogram showing release timeline, and single valued       , per 

release (unit: time T in days) 

Scope Software component, EMI releases 

Thresholds/Target 
Value 

Ideally the release deadlines should be always met, leading to 0 delays 
for each release. Proper thresholds have to be defined. The trend of the 
delays over time could provide useful hints for process optimization. 

         may be a useful starting point 

Tools Static analysis of release plan 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

All Middlewares: should attempt to produce the relevant repositories 
and documentation in time, this item depends on metrics 
SupportedPlatforms, SuccessfulBuilds and UpdateDoc 

 

Quality factor Serviceability 

Goals Improve the release time estimation and/or the processes involved in the 
release preparation 

Risks Proper tracking of releases. Automatic collection of delay values. 

Special Notes UNICORE generally speaking  produces  software bundles not releases, 
however because EMI requires releases, this  
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5.2. PRODUCT METRICS 

5.2.1 Unit test coverage metric 

Metric Id TestCoverage 

Name test coverage 

Description This metric measures the amount of code that is exercised by the tests. 
Different type of coverage metrics can be collected from coverage tools 
(e.g. Code, function, branch). 

Measurement 
Calculation 

Unit tests left to the discretion of the product team developer. 

Unit Single real value (normalised/percentage) (unit: none) 

Scope per Component, per product team 

Thresholds/Target Value [0,25%) critical, [25%,75%) to be improved, [75%,100%] good. Levels 
should be adjusted over time. 

Tools Tools depend on the programming language. ETICS is providing most of 
them. 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

All Middlewares: Test Coverage plots will be available from within 
ETICS 

 

Quality factors Reliability and Testability 

Goals Improve reliability of the software by improving code coverage of 
components over time. 

Risks In order to collect this metric we need to integrate a code coverage tool 
in the integration tool/s used by different product teams and agree on the 
type of coverage reported. 

In theory, it is possible to have a code coverage value of 90% whilst 
missing the most important functionality of a product teams work. 

Special Notes None 
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5.2.2 Number of supported platforms metric 

Metric Id SupportedPlatforms 

Name Number of supported platforms 

Description This metric defines the number of platforms supported by each 
component over the number of supported platforms as stated in the 
SQAP. The term “supported has to be better specified”. Server and 
client components might have different targets. 

Measurement calculation  

 
 

                          

  

 

Unit Single valued Rational Number (P/Q) (unit: none) 

Scope Per component, per product team 

Thresholds/Target Value  

 
       where      = number of platforms set by Project 

Tools Build tool 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

This value can be obtained by any one of the following methods: 

parsing the release page to obtain the number of platform releases for 
each component. 

collected manually looking at the release pages. 

counting the number of platforms for which a components tarball 
exists in the EMI repository. 

counting the number of platforms for which a registered package 
exists in the ETICS repository. 

 

Quality factor Portability 

Goals Improve portability 

Risks The percentage allotment of a developers time to moving from a 
homogeneous infrastructure to a heterogeneous infrastructure is key to 
this task.  

The flexibility of the build system, programming language, posix 
conformance and non-linux specific coding standardization is key to this 
task. 

The understanding of the term “supported” must be well defined and 
understood to avoid confusion. Some server side APIs will never be 
ported, for instance. 

Special notes Of the four options above an automated none intrusive method is most 
preferable. 
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5.2.3 Total bug density metric 

Metric Id TotalBugDensity 

Name Total bug density 

Description In our context a bug is, in itl terminology, a problem that can be the 
cause of one or more incident (ggus tickets). This metric states the 
amount of bugs per KLOC (thousands of lines of code).  

Measurement 
Calculation 

Define the set:      
   

    
 

Then,             
    

          
 

Unit Single real valued unit (Bugs per KLOC).  

Scope per component, per product team, per release.  

Thresholds/Target Value No threshold can be stated in general for all the components. The trend 
could provide useful information. 

Tools KLOC per product can be measured with different tools, depending on 
the programming language. Open bugs can be taken from the bug 
tracker. 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

All middlewares: this should be possible to provide from within ETICS 
automatically, if the bug tracker can specify which component is to be 
fixed by each bug. 

 

Quality factor Correctness, Reliability and Serviceability 

Goals Improving the intrinsic quality of the software 

Risks LOC should not be used to compare different components. 

A more meaningful metric would  consider the bugs per KLOC of new 
and changed code. Usage of different bug trackers. 

Special Notes It remains to be seen whether each bug-tracking system has an 
individual mapping/assignment to each component. 
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5.2.4 Bug density per release metric 

Metric Id BugDensityPerRelease 

Name Bug density per release 

Description In our context a bug is, in itl terminology, a problem that can be the 
cause of one or more incident (ggus tickets). This metric states the 
amount of bugs found on a release per KLOC of new and changed code 
shipped with the release (it has to be clarified which type of LOC 
measure we are going to adopt).  

Measurement calculation                            
    

          

 
            

 

Unit A 2-d histogram of                    will display the trend per release 
and changed code. 

 

Scope per component, per product team, per release. 

Thresholds/Target Value Taking as a starting point the first value of the metric: 
TOTALBUGDENSITY should decrease in order to show improvements 
of the SDP. 

Tools Need investigation 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

All middlewares: this should be possible to provide from within ETICS 
automatically, if the bug tracker can specify which component is to be 
fixed by each bug. 

 

Quality factor Correctness, Reliability and Serviceability 

Goals Improving the SDP  

Risks Availability of a proper tool is the main risk of this metric. Bugs should be 
linked to release and code. 

Special Notes It remains to be seen whether each bug-tracking system has an 
individual mapping/assignment to each component. 

 

This metric could be extended to have a metric for each priority (or severity) levels. 
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5.3. STATIC SOFTWARE CODE METRICS 

Static code metrics are metrics that can be collected analyzing the source code of a software project 

without executing it. Examples of such metrics are: Lines of code, Code Complexity, and Style 

checks. Some tools available for static analysis are also able to find bugs in the code by checking for 

specific patterns that can be configured before running the analysis. 

Static analysis measurements are often subjective, and therefore difficult to apply in a distributed 

development environment with several programming languages. Nonetheless, they are very useful, 

and an effort should be done in order to promote their application in a development environment. 

In this context we decided to use the Cyclomatic Complexity, which is an objective measure widely 

used to monitor the complexity of software. For other metrics, related to bugs and style checking, we 

have decided to leave Product Teams free to decide on the configuration of the static analyzer. As a 

consequence, the metric will be a general one whose purpose is to check the number of warnings 

raised by the analyzer. As a consequence, this metric has no relevance for comparing different 

products. 
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5.3.1 Cyclomatic complexity 

Metric Id CyclomaticComplexity 

Name  Cyclomatic Complexity 

Description The Cyclomatic Complexity, introduced by McCabe in 1976 [*], is a 
widely accepted method to measure the complexity of a software.  It 
measures the number of linearly independent paths that comprise the 
program. This metric can be used also to estimate the number of tests 
that are necessary to cover all the possible paths in the program. 

[*]Metrics and Models in Software Quality Engineering, 2nd Edition, 
Stephen H.Kan 

Measurement calculation           

where: 

        e = Number of edges 

        N = Number of nodes 

        p = Number of unconnected parts 

These values are extracted. 

Unit Integer number (units: None) 

Scope per component, per product team, per release. 

Thresholds/Target Value [1,10] Ok 

[11,25] Warning 

[26, +inf) 

Tools Language specific tools available in ETICS. 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

All middlewares: this should be possible to provide from within ETICS 
automatically. 

 

Quality factor Maintainability, Testability 

Goals Reduce the complexity of the code, provide hints on number of tests per 
module. 

Risks Thresholds will need to be adjusted over time, when project wide 
experience on this metric is gained. 

Special Notes None. 
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5.3.2 Static Analysis 

Metric Id StaticAnalysisWarnings 

Name Static Analysis Warnings  

Description Measures the warnings raised by the static analyzer. The configuration 
of the tool is up to the Product Team, and it will be done inside ETICS. 
The language specific tool has to be available as an ETICS plugin. 

Measurement calculation Tool specific.  

Unit Integer value (unit: None) 

Scope per component, per product team, per release. 

Thresholds/Target Value No threshold available, the use of this metric should be managed 
internally by Product Teams 

Tools Language specific tools available in ETICS. 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

All middlewares: this should be possible to provide from within ETICS 
automatically. 

 

Quality factor Testability. Several others, depending on the tool and its configuration. 

Goals Several ones, depending on the tool and its configuration. 

Risks A considerable amount of effort is required for each product team in 
order to start using a static analyzer, if this was not part of their SDP. 

Special Notes Multi-language Analyzers 

 RATS — Rough Auditing Tool for Security     

 Yasca — Yet Another Source Code Analyzer 

Language specific analyzers 

Java 

 Checkstyle — coding standard 

 FindBugs — static bytecode analyzer  

 Hammurapi — versatile code review solution 

 PMD — a static ruleset based source code  

 Sonar — a multi-functional continuous inspection engine  

JavaScript 

 JSLint —syntax checker and validator 

C 

 Clang — A compiler with build in analyzer. 

 Frama-C — A static analysis framework for C. 

 Sparse — A tool designed to find faults in the Linux kernel. 

 Splint — An open source evolved version of Lint (C language). 

Perl 

 Perl::Critic — finds deviations from commonly accepted best 
practices 
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5.3.3 Code commenting metric 

Metric Id CodeComments 

Name Code comments 

Description This metrics describe the presence of an adequate amount of comments 
in the code. It is calculated by counting the number of lines of comment 
over the total number of lines of code. 

Measurement 
Calculation 

                           

      
 
          

  
     

 

where: 

Python: comments between triple double quotes or after # in .py files, or 
executable script files beginning with: 

 #!/usr/bin/env python 

BASH/SH/PERL: line starts with a # in files with suffix .sh/.pl, or 
executable scripts starting with 

 #!/usr/bin/env bash or sh or perl 

C/C++/Java: line count between /* and */ in .c/.h/.cpp/.java files or after // 
(not C files) 

Unit Single rational value of the form (p/Q)  (unit: none) 

Scope Per programming language, Per component, per product team. 

Thresholds/Target Value Proper targets have to be understood, depending on the language and 
tool used. 

             could be a good starting point. However, the line count 
is really language specific. 

Tools Tools depend on the programming language 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

All Middlewares: Values will be provided by ETICS 
 

Quality factor Maintainability 

Goals Improve maintainability of the software.  

Risks Definition of proper thresholds, agreement with product teams. 

Easy to fudge values, replicating lines per class/function. Needs periodic 
review by SA1 and/or SA2.5. 

Special Notes Programming languages such as perl and python may require more 
comments, when written by programming experts, since the code is 
generally  very dense and concise. 
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5.4. OPTIONAL METRICS AND TOOLS 

5.4.1 Memory leakage warnings metric 

†Metric Id MemoryLeak 

Name Memory leak warnings 

Description This metric measures the amount of warnings (or errors) related to 
memory leaks. 

Unit Number of warnings 

Scope Per components, per product teams. The availability of this metric could 
depend on the programming language used, and the availability of tools 
to check memory leaks. (Valgrind for C/C++, TPTP for Java in eclipse) 

Thresholds/Target Value Need more understanding of the tool and its usage by product teams. 

Tools It depends on the programming language 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

    
 

Quality factor Reliability  and Testability 

Goals Improve the reliability of the software by reducing memory usage  
warnings 

Risks A good understanding of memory checking tools (e.g.valgrind) is 
necessary in order to have a meaningful metric that product teams can 
rely on. 

It is possible to obtain false-positives with Valgrind, so it is important to 
introduce Valgrind on an experimental level first. If continual false-
positives arise, the issue must be avoided, or the metric must be 
dropped. 

Special Notes Valgrind is meant to be used at runtime directly by the developer or in a 

testsuite. Valgrind takes an executable as an argument and requires that 

the error or the undesired behavior be generated at runtime, in order to 

spot it. So it is necessary to run the executable in different conditions so 

as to cover the majority of its code. i.e. a server may have a memory leak 

somewhere in the code, but just starting it and letting it sit while waiting 

for incoming requests would not hit the condition whereby the leak 

shows up. This is why Valgrind looks more as a dynamic tool for the 

developer rather than an automatic tool which can be launched statically 

by a plugin at build time. It would not be possible to generate a 

meaningful metric for this kind of static test. 

Moreover a further difficulty comes from the fact that it is not possible 

to turn on Valgrind before launching a testsuite, and turning it off after 

the testsuite has executed. It is specified in the manual that, in order to 

collect meaningful results, Valgrind must be prepended to each 

executable inside the script/testsuite, otherwise it would generate an 

analysis for each single command inside the testsuite, making the report 

unreadable and, most of all, increasing the run time enormously 

(Valgrind is very time consuming).   
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5.4.2 Open POSIX test suite metrics  

†Metric Id OPENPOSIX 

Name Open Posix Testsuite metric 

Description This metric gives a measure of how much the platforms tools are posix 
comformant. 

Unit Percentage 

Scope C/C++ related value, per component, per Product team, per Platform 

Thresholds/Target Value IT is impossible to produce a metric for this because its nature is such 
that it is applied to the OS, not the product team software. 

Tools It depends on the operating system setup 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

N/A N/A N/A N/A 
 

Quality factor Reliability  and Testability 

Goals Improve the reliability of the software by reducing memory usage  
warnings 

Risks None 

Special Notes This test-suite serves as a one off test on each platform type and in itself 
doesn‟t seem to add any value to the software produced. However, it 
does serve as an indicator of what sort of POSIX restrictions exist in 
operating system.  
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5.5. QUALITY IN USE METRICS (OUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF EMI) 

Quality in use metrics refer to the quality of the software as perceived by the end users in a production 

environment. 

End users should provide feedback mainly through the GGUS portal, where they can open tickets for incidents 

related to the deployment and use of the software. An incident reported in GGUS can then lead to a problem 

(bug in the bug tracker) or not. 

5.5.1 Total user incidents metric 

Metric Id TotalUserIncidents 

Name  Total user incidents per user month 

Description This metric covers incidents not only in the software but also in the 
documentation, training and user support processes, per user month. 
User month means the number of users (in our case, deployed 
services?) per month.  

†Unit GGUS tickets per user per month 

Scope per component, per product team. 

Thresholds/Target Value It is difficult to state a threshold valid for all the product teams, in general 
a decreasing trend would show positive results. 

Tools GGUS plus BDII or operational dashboards. 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

    
 

Quality factor Usability 

Goals Improving the SDP including documentation and user support. 

Risks GGUS has to be updated in order to provide a unit for each product 
team on the 3

rd
 level support. 

The use of mailing lists such as lcg-rollout is damaging for tracking 
incidents related metrics. All incidents reports from users should be 
reported through GGUS. 

 Number of deployed services does not generally provide an estimate of 
the number of users actually using a service. This metric should be 
normalized with a measure of the usage of the software component. 

In order to track incidents per component and per product team a clear 
assignment of „type of problem‟ (in GGUS) to components and product 
teams has to be made. 

 

†It may be simpler to just remove the „weight‟ user month. This should not be a problem if the point is not to 

compare different PTs. In this case GGUS is enough. 
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5.5.2 Training and support incident metric 

Metric Id TrainingSupportIncidents 

Name  training and support incident  per user month 

Description This metric covers defects in the training and user support processes, 
per user month. User month means the number of users (deployed 
services?) per month. The training and support incidents can be derived 
by subtracting the tickets in status unsolved (ticket that generated a bug) 
from the total number of opened tickets. It relies on proper bug opening 
from ggus tickets, especially for what concerns ambiguous or missing 
documentation.  

†Unit Incident per user month. 

Scope per component, per product team. 

Thresholds/Target Value Decreasing trend. 

Tools GGUS plus BDII or operational dashboards. 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

    
 

Quality factor Usability 

Goals Improving documentation, training and user support processes. 

Risks GGUS has to be updated in order to provide a unit for each product 
team on the 3

rd
 level support. 

The use of mailing lists such as lcg-rollout is damaging for tracking 
incidents related metrics. All incidents reports from users should be 
reported through GGUS. 

 Number of deployed services does not generally provide an estimate of 
the number of users actually using a service. This metric should be 
normalized with a measure of the usage of the software component. 

In order to track incidents per component and per product team a clear 
assignment of „type of problem‟ (in GGUS) to components and product 
teams has to be made. 

 

†It may be simpler to just remove the „weight‟ user month. This should not be a problem if the point is not to 

compare different PTs. In this case GGUS is enough. 
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5.5.3 Average time to deal with an incident  

Metric Id AverageTimeForUserIncidents 

Name Average time to deal with an incident at the 3
rd

 level of user support 

Description This metric wants to measure the effectiveness of a product team to 
provide 3

rd
 level user support. The time is measured from the time the 

ticket reaches a PT‟s 3
rd

 level support and the time the ticket is moved to 
the status solved or unsolved.  

Unit Days 

Scope per component, per product team. 

Thresholds/Target Value Need project wide agreement. 

Tools GGUS. 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

    
 

Quality factor Serviceability and Availability 

Goals Improving effectiveness of 3
rd

 level user support processes within 
product teams. 

Risks GGUS has to be updated in order to provide a unit for each product 
team on the 3

rd
 level support. 

The use of mailing lists such as lcg-rollout is damaging for tracking 
incidents related metrics. All incidents reports from users should be 
reported through GGUS. 

 

AVERAGETIMEFORUSERINCIDENTS should be generalized to present a metric for each priority level.  
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5.5.4 User Support level ticket distribution  

†Metric Id UserSupportTicketDistribution 

Name User support level tickets distribution 

Description This metric wants to give an idea on the capability of 1
st
 and 2

nd
 level 

support unit to minimize tickets at the 3
rd

 level of user support. It is 
showed as a histogram with the number of tickets dealt with in each 
support level. 

Unit number of tickets 

Scope per component, per product team. 

Thresholds/Target Value Most of the tickets should be handled by the 1
st
 level, and the amount of 

tickets that require 3
rd

 level should be minimized.  

Tools GGUS. 

Availability ARC dCache gLite UNICORE 

    
 

Quality factor (Usability and Reliability?) 

Goals Minimize the 3
rd

 level in the user  support process by improving reliability 
and usability of the services. 

Risks GGUS has to be updated in order to provide a unit for each product 
team on the 3

rd
 level support. 

The use of mailing lists such as lcg-rollout is damaging for tracking 
incidents related metrics. All incidents reports from users should be 
reported through GGUS. 

 

†Do we really want this metric? 

In some sense it measures EGI processes, but those processes are likely to perform better if the PTs provide 

software which is easy to support. It could give hints on the quality of documentation, troubleshooting, 

configuration etc.. 
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5.6. ADDITIONAL METRICS TO CONSIDER 

The following list of metrics are not formally described, but left here to be considered at a later date. 

5.6.1 Defect Removal Effectiveness metric 

From the literature, a key process metric is the Defect Removal Effectiveness that can be calculated for 

different phases of the Software Development Process (SDP). This metric though relies on formal and well 

documented processes in the early stages of the SDP. Each phase of the SDP should state the number of bugs 

found, so that then we can build ratios of bugs found during a phase over the total number of bugs found. I 

consider this kind of metric not viable for us, apart from test01 metric (see below). 

5.6.2 Combined Middleware Metrics 

The ISO 25000 states that a software development process should be in place before certain metrics can be 

defined. At present we are working with middleware‟s with some degree of overlap. However, as time 

progresses in the project, this combining of middleware‟s must be tracked. 

 

 

Figure 1: A sample Venn Diagram of the possible middleware overlap 

 

EMI is starting with 4 middleware‟s ARC, dCache, gLite and UNICORE, each of which are assumed at the 

beginning to have some or no overlap. Therefore, given that the goal of the project is to produce a combined 

middleware structure, we need an architectural description so that we can produce metrics that will track and 

categorize: 

1. Obsolete software due to overlap in middleware‟s. 

2. Software that remains part of one middleware, that isn't part of the core features. 

3. Software that overlaps between two or more middleware. 

4. Software that becomes a core service of all the currently separate middleware‟s.  

For two middleware‟s with some degree of overlap, the APIs will gradually converge together. A metrics of this 

overlap must show improvement over time. For all middleware‟s, certain core services will gradually overlap: 

e.g: BES-compliance, POSIX-compliance and multi-platform overlap must be monitored over time. 

 

To define harmonization metrics there must be a common link with the DNA1.2.1 deliverable for what concerns 

the harmonization goals, in particular, assessing whether the harmonization metric is even possible to measure. 
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6. CATEGORIZATION OF PROJECT METRICS 

6.1. CATEGORIZATION IN TERMS OF MCCALL QUALITY FACTORS 

It is an important task to attempt to categorize the proposed metrics to some quality factors, in this 

case the McCall[] factors are used. This allows the quality assurance team to constantly and quickly 

reassess which categories are missing or suggest where new metrics can be defined. 

Grouping Subheading Metric ID 

Product 

Operation 

Usability CERTIFICATIONTESTSEFFECTIVENESS 

UPDATEDOC 

TOTALUSERINCIDENTS 

TRAININGSUPPORTINCIDENTS 

Correctness PRIORITYBUG 

BUGSEVERITYDISTRIBUTION 

CERTIFICATIONTESTSEFFECTIVENESS 

TOTALBUGDENSITY 

BUGDENSITYPERRELEASE 

Reliability PRIORITYBUG 

BUGSEVERITYDISTRIBUTION 

TESTCOVERAGE, MEMORYLEAK 

TOTALBUGDENSITY 

BUGDENSITYPERRELEASE 

Availability CERTIFICATIONTESTSEFFECTIVENESS 

AVERAGETIMEFORUSERINCIDENTS 

Security (integrity) PRIORITYBUG 

Product Revision 

Maintainability 

 

BACKLOG 

SUCCESSFULBUILDS 

UPDATEDOC 

CODECOMMENTS 

Serviceability 

(flexibility) 

BUGSEVERITYDISTRIBUTION 

DELAYONTHERELEASE 

TOTALBUGDENSITY 

BUGDENSITYPERRELEASE 

AVERAGETIMEFORUSERINCIDENTS 

Testability TESTCOVERAGE 

MEMORYLEAK 

Product 

Transistion 

Portability SUCCESSFULBUILDS 

SUPPORTEDPLATFORMS 

Reusability See Section 5.6.2 (Core middleware metric) 

Interoperability See Section 5.6.2 (overlapping middleware metric) 

Table 5: A summary of the McCall quality factors categorizations for each metric 
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8. BACKGROUND DOCUMENTATION 

 

8.1. USEFUL BACKGROUND READING 

 http://www.lynuxworks.com/products/posix/posix.php3 

 http://www.opengroup.org/testing/testsuites/ 

 http://posixtest.sourceforge.net/ 

 http://ldn.linuxfoundation.org/lsb/learn-about-portability 

 http://www.pathname.com/fhs/ 

 http://packages.debian.org/lenny/posixtestsuite 

 http://www.debian.org/doc/debian-policy/ and in particular: Standards Conformance 

 http://www.suacommunity.com/ 

 http://www.informit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=30306: here the fourth chapter ("Software 

Quality Metrics Overview") of Metrics and Models in Software Quality Engineering, 2nd 

Edition is available. 

 Code Quality in IBM 

 ISO/IEC 25000: ISO/IEC SQuaRE: The second generation of standards for software product 

quality  

 

8.2. PREVIOUS QA ACTIVITIES AND REPORTS (CROSSGRID/ETICS/EGEE-III) 

 ETICS - DSA1.5 Core Services Certification v1.4 (doc) 

 ETICS DNA2.7 - Grid Quality Certification Model Activity report (Year 2) 

 EGEEIII - MSA3.1 Activity Quality and Measurement Plan -Milestone 

 EGEEIII - NA1 QA web site 

 EGEEIII SA2 - Activity Quality and Measurement Plan 

 EGEEIII - JRA1-SA3 metrics in EGEEIII 

 http://www.springerlink.com/content/wv3y15g5g0gyvg87 or CrossGrid Software Engineering 

in the EU CrossGrid Project (PDF) 

 Metrics Plugins available in ETICS (version 1) (PDF) 


